Practical Guide on Admissibility Criteria, 2014
- Czech

Overview of the Court’s Case-Law, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 and 2018 (Jan-June)
- Bosnian
- Ukrainian

Case-Law Guides and Research Reports
- Guide on Article 2 (2018)
  - Armenian
  - Ukrainian
  - Armenian
- Guide on Article 5 (2014)
  - Chinese
  - Spanish
- Guide on Article 6 (civil limb, 2013; criminal limb, 2014)
  - Bosnian (civil limb)
  - Georgian (criminal)
  - Italian (civil limb)
  - Polish (criminal limb)
  - Ukrainian
- Guide on Article 7 (2016)
  - Chinese
- Guide on Article 8 (2017)
  - Armenian
  - Azerbaijani
  - Serbian
  - Ukrainian
- Guide on Article 9 (2015)
  - Chinese
  - Lithuanian
- Guide on Article 15 (2016)
  - Chinese
- Guide on Article 18 (2018)
  - Ukrainian
  - Chinese
• Guide on Article 3 of Protocol No. 1 (2016)
  o Armenian
  o Chinese
• Guide on Article 4 of Protocol No. 4 (2016)
  o Chinese
• Guide on Article 4 of Protocol No. 7 (2016)
  o Albanian
• Freedom of religion (2013)
  o Georgian
• Internet: case-law of the European Court of Human Rights (2015)
  o Turkish

**HANDBOOKS ON EUROPEAN LAW**

• Handbook on European non-discrimination law (2010)
  o Bosnian
• Handbook on European data protection law (2014)
  o Armenian
  o Turkish
• Handbook on European law relating to access to justice (2016)
  o Albanian
  o Azerbaijani
  o Turkish
  o Ukrainian